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data in ubiquitous computing and mobile health. While EMAs have the advantage of low recall bias, a disadvantage is that
they frequently interrupt the user and thus long-term adherence is generally poor. In this paper, we propose a less-disruptive
self-reporting method, “assisted recall,” in which in the evening individuals are asked to answer questions concerning a
moment from earlier in the day assisted by contextual information such as location, physical activity, and ambient sounds
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automatically collected contextual information would increase recall accuracy (i.e., if recall responses for a moment match the
EMA responses at the same moment) as compared to no assistance, and we hypothesized that the overall completion rate of
evening recalls (assisted or not) would be higher than for in-the-moment EMAs. We conducted a two-week study (N=54)
where participants completed recalls and EMAs each day. We found that providing assistance via contextual information
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1

INTRODUCTION

While regular engagement in data collection is an integral part of many mobile health (mHealth) applications,
it is very difficult to achieve [3, 43, 69]. A recent industry market research report shows that 74% people stop
engaging with mHealth apps after only 10 uses [43, 69]. Passive sensing can improve adherence to data collection,
but many subjective experiences cannot yet be passively sensed accurately (e.g., perceived stress, loneliness,
helplessness) [2, 16, 56]. These subjective experiences have to be self-reported by higher-burden methods like
self-reports. The question is then, how can one improve engagement in self-reporting? In this paper, we propose
a novel self-reporting method, to collect the same data as an in-the-moment Ecological Momentary Assessment
(EMA), but with less user burden.
Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMAs) is a popular yet high-burden method to capture in-situ subjective
experiences. Since people report their feelings/experiences at the moment they are asked, EMA drastically
reduces recall bias. However, a key limitation of EMA is that it interrupts a user’s daily work flow, which can
be burdensome and cause app abandonment. A common strategy to offset EMA burden is to provide financial
incentives [35, 45, 77, 82]. But financial incentives are not always scalable, particularly when the regular selfreports are to be used as part of a just-in-time intervention or in settings in which data collection is desired
over long periods of time. Strategies that do not require large amounts of money are needed to improve regular
engagement in self-reporting.
One strategy to reduce financial incentives for EMA is to lower its burden[21]. The idea here is that if selfreporting burden can be lowered then people will need lower incentives to self-report [21, 52]. Some researchers
have already tried to lower burden to improve EMA adherence. However, the current low-burden approaches
make three compromises in order to lower burden: (i) shortening the EMA questionnaires, often to just one
question [1, 17, 28, 32, 51, 70, 85], thus reducing the reliability and range of data that can be collected; (ii) asking
EMAs only at interruptible moments [17, 60, 70, 85], thus limiting the range of situations that can be studied; and
(iii) requiring the individual to wear or carry an extra non-smartphone-based device, such as a smartwatch, that
is easier to access in-the-moment than a smartphone [17, 60, 70, 75, 85], thus increasing the complexity and cost
of conducting EMA studies. It remains an open question whether one can reduce the burden of EMAs without
making these compromises.
Recalling earlier moments from the day in the evening, or evening recall, is a less burdensome alternative to
EMA that does not require the above compromises. Evening recall is arguably less burdensome because the
individual can schedule the recall for a convenient window of time in the evening at which the individual
is likely interruptible [38]. Furthermore, evening recalls do not require an additional device to lower-burden
and we can ask questions about both interruptible and uninterruptible moments from earlier in the day. As
individuals are more cognitively available at the time of the evening recall, evening recall does not require
that questionnaires are shortened nearly as drastically as they are for an EMA [1, 17, 28, 32, 51, 70, 85]. Thus
evening recall has great potential to improve self-report adherence because it is less burdensome, does not require
the use of additional devices, nor extremely short questionnaires that are completed at only interruptible moments.
However, a downside of evening recall is recall bias—i.e., certain experiences may not be remembered accurately or
in their entirety [36, 59]. Fortunately, the literature in episodic memory suggests that contextual data surrounding
a moment can improve the recall of memories of that moment [10, 36, 38, 59]. Episodic memory uses a particular
moment’s contextual details as an index for memories of that moment [36]. The day reconstruction method (DRM)
by Kahneman et al. is a famous example of collecting recall-based self-reports where contextual information
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of EMA and evening recall. EMA interrupts multiple times a day for self-report. Evening recall
captures contextual information passively through out the day and asks self-report in the evening.

is provided to improve episodic memory. However, the context in DRM is provided manually by participants
where, in the first part of the questionnaire, participants self-report what they were doing as episodes which are
between 15 minutes to 2 hours long. In the second part, participants use the episode list from the first part to
self-report their mood, where they were, who they were with, etc. [37, 38]. Providing such episode information
manually is highly burdensome, which limits DRMs utility for daily self-reporting [37]. Luckily, phone sensors
can automatically pick up many details of such episodes (e.g., changes in location, ambiance, physical activity)
and participants do not have to be burdened to manually recall episodes. We thus hypothesize that when an app
provides automatically captured contextual details from phone sensors as part of an evening recall, the individual
will be able to use the information to more accurately recollect the moment that took place in that context1 .
To reduce self-report burden while keeping recall bias low, we developed a mobile phone application called
ReVibe. ReVibe stands for “Remembering/Reviving the Vibe" of a specific moment. ReVibe automatically records
contextual information, such as location, physical activity (e.g., walking, running, driving, etc.), and ambient
sounds (e.g., people talking near by), from a user’s phone. Then at a user-specified evening time, ReVibe prompts
the user to answer questions concerning various moments earlier in the day. The recall is assisted with contextual
information collected during those moments. For example., at 8PM, ReVibe can ask a user to recall stress at
3:15PM, providing the user with the information about her context (location, physical activity, and ambient
sound) around 3.15PM to assist the requested recall.
1 For

rest of this paper, we will refer to context as automatically captured physical activity, location, ambient sound data from phone sensors.
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To evaluate ReVibe, we conducted a 14-day study (N=54) to address two scientific questions. The first question
was whether providing contextual information improves evening recall accuracy. To assess the effect of contextual information on recall accuracy, each evening recall was randomized to provide or not provide contextual
information: location, physical activity (e.g., walking, sitting) and ambiance (e.g., people talking nearby) about the
moment being recalled. To measure evening recall accuracy, we collected EMA data for the same moment that
the evening recall also asked about. EMA responses thus acted as “ground truth” to which evening recall could be
compared. [38]. Recall accuracy was then measured by comparing evening recall answers to the corresponding
EMA answers. The second scientific question was whether adherence rates to evening recalls (assisted by context
or not) were greater than adherence rates to EMA. Finally, we conducted exploratory and qualitative analyses to
further understand how assisted recall functions.
The specific contributions of this paper are the following:
• Design and development of the ReVibe application which enables assisted evening recall with contextual
information and provides a experimental platform to examine whether evening recall affects adherence
and whether contextual information affects recall accuracy (section 3.1, 3.2.2).
• In an evaluation experiment on 54 participants for 14 days, we found that assisted evening recall holds
much promise for reducing burden as compared to EMA yet provides more accurate answers than unassisted evening recall. In particular, the experimental results support the finding that providing contextual
information with evening recall increases the accuracy of evening recalls. The results also show that the
completion rate is higher for evening recalls than for EMAs (section 4.1, 4.2).
• In-depth quantitative and qualitative analyses that point to additional benefits of using evening recall to
improve self-report adherence and using contextual information to improve recall accuracy (section 4.4).

2

MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Improving recall with contextual information: Recalling earlier moments from the day in the evening can
be a low-burden alternative to EMAs, but evening recall of earlier events can have recall bias due to difficulties in
recovering memories in their entirety. Luckily, theories of episodic memory suggest that we can improve recall
using contextual information. A proper description of episodic memory is beyond the scope of the paper, but
we describe a few key ideas below and include a detailed literature review in section 5. Episodic memory, as
a distinctive information processing system, receives and stores information about events and organizes the
events based on their temporal-spatial relations [73]. For instance, episodic memory stores that I met a friend
at Starbucks last night. Studies have also found certain memory aids are helpful to facilitate recall [74]. Giving
people cues, such as contextual information by which they originally encoded the target events will help them
remember these events. Tulving and others have used contextual information (such as location, companions,
date and time, and thoughts when a target event occurs) as cues to facilitate recall of a target event. Other
studies [14, 25, 63, 64, 79] have found that context information concerning the activity itself is most effective for
memory recollection, followed by location, people involved, and thoughts at that moment. In these studies, time
was found to be the least effective retrieval cue.
Since modern mobile apps can easily capture contextual information such as activity, location, and ambient
sound, we investigate whether contextual information about daily moments captured by mobile phones can
improve the recall of those daily moments. To the best of our knowledge, such a question has not been tested in
real-world settings. Previous studies used controlled experiments with predefined tasks (e.g., math task, campus
tours) [58] and predefined contexts (e.g., lab, library, etc.) [49], to test how context influences recall. These
controlled experiments captured context cues manually. Moreover their use of raw audio [39] and photos [68]
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raises privacy issues. A review of these controlled experiments are included in section 5. In our work, we use a
uncontrolled setting where contexts are specific to the users as they went on with their daily lives. Furthermore,
the contextual cues are captured unobtrusively and automatically using privacy sensitive passive sensing (more
in section 3.1.2). Our specific research question regarding context-supported recall is the following:

RQ1 Is evening recall of a daily moment more accurate when passively collected and privacy sensitive contextual
information from the moment is provided during recall than when such contextual information is not
provided?

Improving self-report adherence by lowering burden: User engagement with mHealth apps is generally
low [69] and adding EMAs, which are high-burden and interruptive, to these apps can further reduce use. A
user’s ability to answer EMAs in the moment may be low because they may be unavailable [60] or cognitively
busy [23, 52], because of work [2] or meetings [81]. Furthermore, EMAs can adversely affect a user’s work
flow [7, 24, 29]. Past studies show that it often takes up to 15 minutes to recover from task switching [33], and if
users are experiencing flow [18] when they are interrupted, the task-switching can have negative effects (e.g.,
annoyance, frustration, stress) [5, 6, 22].
The question then is: how can we improve adherence of self-reports of daily moments? Here we turn to theories
of persuasion. The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) [52] and BJ Fogg’s Behavior Model (FBM) [21] state two
necessary components of persuasiveness of a task: motivation to perform the task and the ability to complete the
task. Motivating self-report with different incentives such as money and gamification is well explored. [76]. A
less-explored direction is to improve self-report adherence by lowering burden. Past efforts make compromises
by reducing the number of questions in the EMA [1, 17, 28, 32, 51, 70, 85], requiring an extra device other than
a smartphone [1, 28, 32, 51], or asking EMAs at times when people are more interruptible [17, 60, 70, 75, 85].
A complete review of the existing low-burden EMA methods is in Section 5. In this paper, we propose a novel
recall-based method that is low-burden without the compromises of prior low-burden EMA approaches.
Evening recall of earlier moments from the day is a low-burden alternative to EMAs that does not require
drastically shortening questionnaires, using extra devices, or gathering EMAs only at interruptible moments.
Evening recall may be low burden because people are often at home in the evening, and likely to be more
available [60] or less stressed out [2, 38, 81]. Burden can be further reduced by letting people choose the time they
are asked to do the recall; past work shows that people are more receptive to interruptions if they can control
their timing [46]. Having people self-report at a time in the evening that they select as interruptible can reduce
their negative reaction to EMA. Furthermore, since evening recalls are likely already low burden, they do not
require additional compromises to reduce burden like past approaches; e.g., an investigator does not have to
shorten the already short self-report questionnaire to lower burden. An investigator also does not have to ask at
interruptible moments to reduce burden; e.g., an evening recall prompt can ask what was your stress level when
you were having a meeting around 11AM earlier today. Thus, evening recalls have several promising features
which may reduce burden and improve adherence. We formally test these hypotheses with the following research
question.

RQ2 Is the completion rate of evening recalls about earlier daily moments higher than that of EMAs?
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3

METHODS

In this section, we detail our method to answer the research questions RQ1 and RQ2. We first give an overview of
the ReVibe application. We then describe a study design that uses ReVibe to answer our two research questions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Examples of recalling in the ReVibe application from the lead author’s phone. (a) Answering recall question about at
an earlier moment in the day (b) contextual information around the moment in ‘a’ (c) contextual information for another
recall moment when a participant is commuting to work.

3.1

The ReVibe Application

3.1.1 Overview: ReVibe is an Android mobile app to recall the details of daily moments in the evening, whereby
evening recall is augmented with contextual information to improve recall accuracy. Contextual information
is automatically captured from the phone sensors. Figure 2 shows examples of answering evening recalls in
ReVibe. These examples are captured on the lead author of this paper2 . In Figure 2a, after 8PM, the lead author
2 Note that the lead author was not a participant in the user study described later. We are not showing contextual from actual study participants

for privacy reasons.
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was asked to recall the moment at 5.54PM earlier on the same day. Figure 2b shows several pieces of contextual
information from 15 minutes before to 15 minutes after 5.54PM. ReVibe showed the location on a map, his or her
physical activity and ambience (e.g., if anyone is talking nearby). Figure 2c shows another example of contextual
information for another recall moment at 11.03AM; in this example, the lead author was commuting to a mall
from home around 11.03AM on a weekend. The contextual information about 11:03AM showed movement
(combination walking and vehicle rides) and ambient noise nearby (other people talking in the bus).
ReVibe is also a platform to conduct experiments and answer scientific inquiries concerning evening recall.
Investigators can: (i) sample a set of time points during the day (ii) for each sampled time point, randomize
whether to ask an EMA and whether to ask an evening recall, (iii) if an evening recall is scheduled for a time
point, investigators can decide whether to provide contextual information or not. The two randomizations will
be combined to answer RQ1 and RQ2 as we will describe in section 3.2.
3.1.2 System architecture of the ReVibe app: ReVibe is comprised of two modules: a context sensing module and
a self-report generation module.
Context sensing module: The current version of ReVibe captures three kinds of context streams: (1) the participant’s location (2) the participant’s physical activity, such as sitting, walking, traveling in a vehicle, etc., and (3)
the ambiance, such as whether there was human speech nearby. Note that these three sensor streams are available
as Android APIs (physical activity and location [26]) or open source libraries (ambiance recognition) [54, 81].
ReVibe continuously records physical activity and location as one minute summaries [26]. ReVibe takes activity
predictions from Google’s activity recognition API (e.g., sitting, walking, running, traveling in a vehicle, etc.) [30]
and computes a representative activity type every minute: the activity type that happens the highest number
of times with highest confidence is chosen as the representative activity for the minute. Location sensing is
performed if the representative activity type in the last minutes is not stationary. Location sensing is excluded
for stationary minutes since location sensing is battery intensive and participant’s location likely did not change
when he or she is stationary. ReVibe captures locations using the Google’s Fused location API at the highest
accuracy setting [31].
The ambience detection stream continuously collects audio from the phone microphone and determines ambiance
(silence, noise, or talking) in a privacy-sensitive way. First, if the root mean square value of the audio data (i.e.,
loudness) is below a certain threshold, the ambiance is classified as silence [44]. If the ambiance is not silent,
then a classifier determines whether human speech is present or not. The human speech classifier, originally
developed by Basu [8], uses hidden Markov models that infer human speech through auto-correlation and
spectral entropy based features. This ambience detection technique is widely used and has been deployed in
several field studies [54, 80, 81, 83] and is available as an add-on library in several open source mobile sensing
frameworks [20, 40, 67]. Note that the classifier runs on the phone and all the raw audio is discarded after the
ambiance is determined. No actual spoken words are recorded, making the ambiance classification process privacy
sensitive. As with activity recognition, ReVibe computes a representative ambiance level every minute. The
representative ambiance level is the dominant ambiance type (i.e., silence, noise or talking) within the minute.
Self-reporting module: The self-reporting module of ReVibe has two parts: a scheduler to sample a set of time
points and a module to generate the surveys. ReVibe can generate two types of surveys: the first is a EMA survey
for each sampled time point and with a predefined set of questions. The second type of survey is the evening recall
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survey, where participants are asked to recall their experience at a specific time earlier in the day. These evening
recall surveys can also include contextual information about the time. Specifically, 30 minutes of contextual
information around the sampled time point is pulled from the context sensing streams (15 minutes before and 15
minutes after the sampled time). The location information is shown on a map. The D3 visualization library is
used to visualize minute-by-minute summaries of physical activity and ambiance levels [12]. Finally, in regard to
generating the surveys, ReVibe includes a flexible survey generation tool that can take a JSON formatted survey
template and generate surveys that include binary, Likert scale, multiple choice, and free form responses.
In ReVibe, a scheduler runs at 12AM to select a set of time points and randomize whether or not an EMA or an
evening recall is requested for a selected time point. The project investigator determines the number of time
points and when these time points will be scheduled. The investigator can also sample the time points within
a given range (e.g., a random time between x and x + r ). Once a set of time point are sampled, the scheduler
randomizes whether an EMA or an evening recall will be asked for a time point. ReVibe includes EMAs because
EMAs are gold standard method for in-the-moment self-reporting, and the accuracy and adherence of evening
recall are assessed against EMAs [38] (more on EMAs in section 3.2 and 4). If a time point is randomized for an
EMA, ReVibe’s scheduler sends a push notification at that time point, and if the notification is clicked then ReVibe
uses the survey generator module to create an EMA. ReVibe’s scheduler also sends another push notification at
a user-specified time in the evening. If this notification is clicked, ReVibe uses a listview to present a number
of time points for evening recall. These time points are randomly selected from the time points scheduled at
12AM earlier in the day. Once a time point is clicked on the listview, ReVibe generates an evening recall where a
participant is asked to recall the corresponding time point. ReVibe also allows investigators to randomize whether
or not to include contextual information from the time-point to assist recall.

3.2

Study Protocol

We conducted a 14-day study to answer the two research questions from section 2. Again, these two questions
are: (i) whether contextual information improves the accuracy of recall and (ii) whether people have higher
adherence to self-report when it’s administered via evening recall surveys compared to EMA. Since EMAs are the
current gold standard for in-the-moment self-reporting, we used them as a benchmark against which to compare
our evening recall based approach. We measured the accuracy of evening recall by comparing answers to the
recalls with EMAs conducted for the same daily moments. We also compared the adherence rate of recall to the
number of responses to EMAs. At the end of 14 days, we conducted usability surveys and gathered responses
to open ended questions on how evening recalls compared to EMAs. Below we give a detailed protocol of this study.
3.2.1 Recruitment protocol and eligibility We used a variety of methods to invite potential participants. First, an
email was sent from the University of Michigan’s Registrar to a random sample of 2,000 students. Invitations
to participate were also posted on Facebook. Interested parties were asked to fill out a screening questionnaire.
The screening questionnaire collected information about each respondent’s demographic, level of expertise in
using smart phone apps, and availability for an intake interview. An important inclusion criterion was owning
an Android smartphone, because ReVibe only runs on Android OS. At the intake interview, recruiters provided a
brief overview of the study and gathered informed consents. Participants then installed the ReVibe application
on their phones. The recruiters worked with the participants to ensure that the app was installed correctly and
answered any questions the participants had. In the intake interview, participants also set a time when they
normally wake up in the morning and when in the evening they could complete recall surveys. This study
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Michigan (HUM00116942). The study was
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financially compensated. Participants earned 50 cents for each completed EMA and evening recall.
Table 1. List of questions asked in EMA and Recall

Table 2. Replacement questions for the sensitive question,
which is 5th on the list, in Table 1

Questions in the EMA and Recall

Sensitive questions for question 5 in Table 1

Q1. Rate your overall stress level at this moment
• Likert scale. 1-5. Not at all to very much

Q5.1. Did you take any medication in the last 4

Q2. Rate your overall mood at this moment
• Likert scale. 1-5. Sad to smile
Q3. What are you doing now?
• E.g., Watching TV, Doing chores, Studying,
Going to school, Going to shopping
Q4. Who are you with right now?
• Free form question

hours that makes you feel good?
• Yes or No
Q5.2. Have you been critical of yourself in the
last 4 hours?
• Yes or No
Q5.3. Rate how much you currently feel inadequate
• Likert scale. 1-5. Not at all to very much
Q5.4. Did you lie to someone important in the
last 4 hours?
• Yes or No

Q5. Random selection of one of the 7
sensitive questions from Table 2

Q5.5. Rate how strong any racially prejudiced
thoughts were in the last 4 hours.
• Likert scale. 1-5. Not at all to very much

Q6. Is there something occupying your mind
that you can’t get out of your mind?
• Yes or No

Q5.6. Did you lie unnecessarily in the
last 4 hours?
• Yes or No

Q7. How much difficulty are you having in getting
it out of your mind? [This question will be
asked if the answer to question 6 is yes]
• Likert scale. 1-5. Not at all to very much

Q5.7. How strong are your sexual thoughts about
one or more people currently around you?
• Likert scale. 1-5. Not at all to very much

3.2.2 Study design and experimental manipulations To answer RQ1 and RQ2 from section 2, we ran a 14-day
study. We choose a 14-day study duration because several prior EMA studies are of this length [76]. Below, we
first describe he questionnaire we used for self-reports. We then discuss how we randomized EMAs and recalls to
answer how evening recall improve adherence and whether contextual information improve recall accuracy.
Table 1 contains a seven-question questionnaire that we used for both recalls and EMAs. These seven questions
were designed in consultation with a professor in the Department of Psychiatry at University of Michigan, and
they are similar to those a researcher would ask in an EMA mental health study (i.e., a mixture of sensitive
and cognitively demanding questions). Note that the fifth question is about sensitive topics; we maintained the
anonymity of the answer to this question by asking a randomly selected question from Table 2. We kept only the
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response without recording which question from Table 2 was asked. The question order is randomized for EMA
and recall to remove any order effects [41]. Finally, in the recalls, we gave an option “cannot remember,” which
was not included in the EMAs, since participants were asked to do EMAs in the moment at the selected time points.
In the 14-day study, ReVibe was used to sample 4 time points per day, two of which were randomized for EMA.
During the other two time points, participants received a push notification that simply said “remember this
moment.” ReVibe also sampled two of the 4 time points for evening recall. The time points that were both
randomized to EMA and selected for recall were used to assess recall accuracy (i.e., RQ1). A recall was accurate if
the answers to the evening recall matched the answers to the EMA. Furthermore, the quantity of EMA responses
were compared with the quantity of evening recall responses to assess the adherence of evening recalls (i.e.,
RQ2). Specific details of the 14-day study follow.
For each day of the 14-day study, we selected four time points with the goal to ask EMA or evening recalls at
those moments. We refer to these four time points as “decision points” [48]. We uniformly spread these decision
points over 12 hours each day (one decision every three hours) in order to capture the variability of day-to-day
life [38]. The four decision points were chosen as follows: at the start of the study, participants set a time when
they wake up in the morning. Starting from this wake-up time, four decision points were selected as follows: (i)
12 hours after the wake-up time was divided into four 3-hour consecutive non-overlapping blocks. One decision
point was chosen at a random time within each 3-hour block, and (ii) no two decision points were within one
hour of each other. This gap ensured there was enough time between two successive self-reported moments and
we are not gathering data about the same moment.
Once the four decision points are chosen, they were randomized for different types of self-reports. At the beginning of the day, two of the four decision points were randomly selected to send a push notification that asked
the participant to fill out an EMA. These EMAs asked the questions from Table 1. During the other two time
points, participants were sent a push notification that just asked them to “remember this moment.” For both EMA
and “remember this moment,” the notification automatically timed out after 1 hour and was removed from the
notification tray. Finally, at the end of every study day, two of the four decision points were randomly chosen for
recall. Note, no specific preference was made on whether the same decision point was an EMA. In each recall,
participant were asked to recall their experience during the selected decision points via the same questions
from Table 1 used for EMA, with an additional “cannot remember” option provided. The participant specified an
evening time when he or she wanted to be prompted to recall the two decision points. A manipulated variable
during the recall was the availability of certain contextual information. One of the two decision points selected
for evening recall was randomly chosen and was amended with information about the moment’s location and
ambiance (e.g., people talking nearby) and the participant’s physical activity (e.g., walking, sitting) at that moment.
Figure 3 shows a visualization of how the different randomizations are spread out across different days for a
participant. Let tw and tr respectively be the wake-up time and recall time set by the participant. The circles
represent different decision points. For each of the 3-hour block from tw , there is one decision point; i.e., for each
3-hour block of [tw , tw + 3h), [tw + 3h, tw + 6h), [tw + 6h, tw + 9h), and[tw + 9h, tw + 12h), there is one decision
point. A filled circle represents a decision point randomized for asking for an EMA and an empty circle represents
a decision point randomized to not ask a EMA. At time tr , two of the four decision points are selected for recall.
One of these decision points may have contextual information provided. We added a * to denote the decision
points for which contextual information is provided. Note, the randomizations will be different for another
user—i.e., the times of the decision points, and which decision points are selected for EMAs and evening recall
would be different due to randomization.
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Fig. 3. Example of randomizations in the ReVibe evaluation study for one user. For a different user, the randomizations of
decision points, EMAs and evening recalls could be different.

3.2.3 Exit protocol After the 14-day study, we conducted a web-based exit survey where we measured burden
and asked open ended questions. We used the three dimensions from the user burden scale by Suh et al [65],
namely (i) interruption of daily work flow or social situations (ii) mental load to complete questionnaire, and (iii)
privacy burden of the research questions. We also asked open ended questions about the usefulness of different
contextual cues, differences in participants’ experiences in answering EMAs and recalls, and how the ReVibe app
could be improved.

3.3

Analysis Plan

Now that we have discussed the study design and the data we captured, we state analysis plan to answer the
research question RQ1 and RQ2. We also specify a variety of additional quantitative and qualitative analyses
that provide further clarification of the analyses of RQ1 and RQ2.
RQ1 analysis: This analysis focuses on how recall accuracy changes when contextual information is provided.
The accuracy of recalls is assessed with EMAs, as has been done in earlier studies [10, 38, 49]. The research
hypothesis precisely is the following:
H1: For time points with both EMA and recall, the responses to the questions in recalls are more likely to match
the corresponding question responses in EMA when contextual information is provided during recall than
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when no contextual information is provided.
For this hypothesis, we use stress (Q1), mood (Q2), sensitive (Q5), and mindfulness (Q6) question responses
(see Table 1) because they are always asked and their answers can be unambiguously compared because they
are not open-ended questions. We evaluated a binary outcome; 1=if EMA and recall response to a question
are the same for a time point, 0=otherwise. This binary outcome is evaluated separately for each of the four
questions (i.e., Q1, Q2, Q5, Q6), and a dataset was created, where for each question, there is one row in the
dataset. In other words, the total number of rows in the analyzed dataset is 387*4=1568, which is four times
the 387 decision points that we included for H1’s analysis. Configured this way, the dataset has a three-level
structure, where we have decision points nested within a person and questions nested within a decision point. We
excluded the third and fourth questions from Table 1 because they are open-ended and, even if we used manual
coding to determine matches, we would need to quantify the uncertainty of inter-coder reliability and factor that
into the analysis, none of which is straightforward. We also excluded the seventh question, because it is only
available when the answer to the sixth question is “yes.” Finally, we define availability of contextual information
during recall as a binary intervention, where intervention =1 if recall has context and =0 if recall is without context.
To estimate the effect of context on recall accuracy, we use generalized estimating equations (GEE) with working
independent correlation matrix and robust standard error [11, 66]. The robust standard error adjusts for correlated
outcomes, in this case, multiple questions answered by the same participant. Here, we arranged the data in such
a way that the data points from each participant occupy contiguous rows. When the data set is organized in
this way, GEE will only use between-subject differences to estimate the standard errors, and we do not need to
separately adjust for the nested structure of questions within a single decision point. Finally, we include two
covariates to reduce noise [55, 71, 72]: these covariates are “time gap between recall and EMA” and “day in the
study.” We included the time gap between recall and EMA because we expect that the chance that people will not
be able to recall rises as the time gap increases [36]. We include day of the study to see if recall quality drops as
people spend more time in the study. We code “day in the study” as 0,1,2,..., 13 for the 14-day study and “time gap
between recall and EMA” in hours; both of these covariates are continuous. The analysis only uses time points
when both EMA and recall responses are available.
RQ2 analysis: This analysis deals with the quantity of self-reported data using the evening-recall-based method
in comparison to using EMAs. This research question addresses the issue of low engagement with mHealth
applications, because a positive answer would mean we can collect more self-reported data using recall-based
methods. The research hypothesis precisely is the following:
H2: The completion rate is higher for recalls than for EMAs.
Our analysis plan to test this hypothesis is the following. We used a binary outcome variable, where 1=when a
response for EMA or recall is completed after a notification and 0=otherwise. Here we compare the adherence
rate to EMA with adherence rate to recall. Self-report type is coded as binary where 0 represents EMA and 1
represents recall. We use two covariates to reduce noise [55, 71, 72]: “day in the study” and an interaction between
“day in the study" and intervention, or self-input type. We included “day in the study” because earlier studies
have shown that self-report rates typically drop over time [19]. We code “day in the study” as 0,1,2,..., 13 for
the 14-day study. We added the interaction between intervention and “day in the study” as a covariate because
adherence rates may change differently for EMA and recall. Finally, we use a generalized estimating equation
with an independent correlation matrix and robust standard error [11, 66]. The robust standard error adjusts for
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correlated outcomes, that is the multiple binary outcomes on each participant [11].
Additional quantitative and qualitative analyses: We conducted a series of quantitative and qualitative
analyses to investigate how evening recall affects self-report adherence and how contextual information influences
recall accuracy. In particular, we conducted descriptive analyses of the quantitative exit survey data and thematic
analyses of the qualitative data [13]. Recall that the qualitative exit-survey questions asked about the differences
in participants’ experiences of answering EMAs and recalls, the usefulness of different contextual cues, and how
the ReVibe app could be improved. The quantitative exit survey question asked participants to rate the usefulness
of different contexts (i.e., location, physical activity, ambient sound) for supporting recall on a 7 point Likert scale
(1=not useful all, 7=very useful). Additionally we tested whether evening recalls were indeed less burdensome
than EMA. Note, evening recall being low-burden is a driving hypothesis behind this paper. As such, we analyzed
potential differences between user burden ratings from the exit survey for EMA and evening recall. The survey
asked three questions from the user burden scale by Suh et al. [65], namely (i) interruption of daily work flow or
social situations (ii) mental load to complete questionnaire, and (iii) privacy burden of the questionnaire. Since
these responses are in ordinal scale, we used a non-parametric Mann-Whitney-U test to ascertain statistical
significance.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Participant Sample and Dataset
We recruited 56 participants (23 males and 33 females) from the University of Michigan campus. The participants
were undergraduate and graduate students. The mean age of participants was 19.7 (µ = 19.7, σ = 2.7). All
participants were proficient in using smartphones: when asked about their expertise to use mobile apps using
a seven point Likert scale, where 1=rarely use mobile app, 7=very comfortable with mobile apps, participants
provided an average rating of 6.36 (µ = 6.36, σ = 0.4). 27 out of 56 participants reported keeping a journal to log
their daily lives. When we asked about why they were interested in the study 33 participants said they were
interested in self-monitoring, 54 participants reported the study to be interesting and 55 participants said they
were interested in the financial incentives.
We excluded two participants from the study because they were using Huawei phones, which ran a modified
Android OS that regularly killed ReVibe’s background process responsible for scheduling notifications and
recording contextual data. Thus data from 54 participants (22 male, 32 female) was used in these analyses. Of these
54 participants, one participant switched to an iPhone on the eighth day of the study (our ReVibe application
only runs on Android) and thus only the first seven days of data are included. The remaining 53 participants
used the ReVibe application for 14 days. Once the 14-day study concluded, we asked participants to complete an
exit survey. All 54 participants completed the exit survey and collected study compensation. The analysis for H2
use decision points that are scheduled for notification for an EMA or an evening recall. This condition is satisfied
by 1317 EMA decision points and 1432 evening recalls decision points, and we include them for the analysis.
Note, ideally the phone should notify 1568 times for both EMA and evening recalls, but the phone sometimes
failed to schedule notifications because ReVibe’s background process was killed or suspended by the Android OS.
The analysis for H1 uses only data from time points at which there was an EMA and an evening recall for this
time point. In total for all participants 616 time points were randomized and notified for both EMA and recall,
out of which 387 were completed (i.e., 62.9% response rate). Thus the analysis for H1 uses 387 decision points.
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4.2

Analysis for H1: Effect of Contextual Information on Recall Accuracy

Table 3 shows the results for the H1 analysis. The results indicate that when contextual information is provided
recalls are more likely to match EMA responses for the same question. The coefficient on the context variable is
significant (p=0.034). The ‘log odds ratio’ for the context coefficient is 0.27 with a standard error of 0.12. This
suggests that when contextual information is provided the probability of getting a match between EMA and
recall increases by 5.6%. In addition, the time gap, which is the time difference between EMA and recall in hours,
is significant (p=0.016). Furthermore, the coefficient on the time gap variable is negative, which means that if the
time gap between EMA and recall is longer then the probability of a match between EMA and recall is lower.
Table 3. Summary of results for H1 analysis. Context variable
is 1 if contextual information is given during recall and 0 else.
Time gap is time difference between EMA and recall in hours.

marginal
Predictor

β

SE β

p

effect (%)

Intercept

0.96

0.16

<0.001

-

Intervention:Context

0.27

0.12

0.032

5.6%

Day in study

0.01

0.02

0.56

0.2%

−0.05

0.02

0.016

−1%

Time gap

Fig. 4. Fitted probability of recall accuracy for the model
in Table 3

4.3

Analysis for H2: Adherence Comparison between EMA and Evening Recall

Remember that for the H2 analysis, we are interested in the relative completion rates of EMAs and evening
recalls; here, the outcome of interest is whether a self-report (EMA/recall) is completed and the experimental
manipulation is whether the self-report is an EMA or a recall. In this analysis, if the phone schedules a notification
for recall or EMA then the point is included in the analysis. We included 1317 decision points for EMAs and 1432
decision points for evening recalls for analysis.
Table 4 shows the results of the H2 analysis. The results indicate that when the self-report type is a recall, it is
more likely to be completed than when the self-report is an EMA (p<0.0001). The log odds ratio for the self-report
coefficient is 1.1 with a standard error of 0.1. This suggests that recalls are 23.6% more likely to be answered than
EMAs on the first day of the study. We also found day of study to be significant (p < 0.001) and the log odds ratio
is negative. However, the interaction between day of study and self-report type is positive, which approaches
significance (p = 0.06). These results, in combination, mean that we expect EMA completion to decrease by 0.8%
each day. However, recall completion decreases by only 0.2% each day (-0.8+0.6). Therefore, across the 14-day
study, EMA completion rate decreased 11.2% whereas recall completion rate dropped only by 2.8%. i.e., by the
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14-th day of the study, recall completion rate would be 32% higher than EMAs.3
Table 4. Summary of results for H2 analysis. Self-report type
variable is 0 if self-report is an EMA and 1 if self-report is an
evening recall

marginal
Predictor

β

SE β

p

effect (%)

Intercept

1.00

0.15

<0.001

-

0.25

Self-report type
Day in study

1.7
−0.06

Day in study×
Self-report type

0.04

<0.001

23.6%

0.018 <0.001

-0.8%

0.024

0.6%

0.06

Fig. 5. Fitted probability of self-reporting for the model in
Table 4

4.4

Additional Quantitative and Qualitative Results

In this subsection, we describe additional quantitative and qualitative results that point to further benefits of using
evening recall to improve self-report adherence and benefits of using contextual information to improve recall
accuracy. Note again, unlike the analyses of H1 and H2, these additional analyses are not adequately powered. So,
the results should interpreted as patterns that triangulate and provide additional insights to the findings of the
analyses of H1/H2. We enumerate these additional results below:
1. Evening recalls are less-burdensome than EMAs: In both qualitative and qualitative analyses, we found
that evening recalls are less burdensome than EMAs. We quantitatively measured user burden by including a
sub-scale from the user burden scale by Suh et al.[65] in the exit survey, where we asked about interruption
burden, mental effort, and privacy burden in a seven item Likert scale (1-Not at all, 7-very much). Figure 6 shows
the distributions of various types of user burden. We found the interruption burden of recall (µ = 2.2, σ = 1.3) to
be lower than that of EMA (µ = 4.4, σ = 1.5), and the difference is significant (W = 461, p < 10e −5 , d = 1.06). The
mental effort burden of recall (µ = 2.2, σ = 1.4), was similar to EMA (µ = 1.9, σ = 1.2) and the difference was
not significant (W = 1724, p = 0.17, d = 0.18). However, privacy burden for recall burden (µ = 1.7, σ = 1.03) was
lower than that of EMA (µ = 2.4, σ = 1.6), and the difference was significant (W = 1153, p = 0.021, d = 0.35).
Therefore, EMA imposed more interruption and privacy burden than evening recall.
3 Note

that, we asked participants to complete two recalls in the evening, and our results for recall completion rate (i.e., RQ2) consider the
two recalls as distinct self-report completion. However, in 98.4% of days, participants completed both evening recalls for the day, since two
evening recalls are asked at the same time. The same cannot be said for EMAs; i.e., completing one EMA does not improve the odds to
complete the other EMA since they are asked separately. Nonetheless, if we consider each discrete engagement in self-reporting after a
notification (i.e., we consider an EMA completion after a notification as one discrete engagement and one/two evening report completions
after an evening notification prompt as one discrete engagement) the fraction of discrete engagement for self-report per notification is 50.7%,
56.1%, 68.1%, 82.6% respectively for the first, second, third and fourth decision points, and 87.7% for evening recall notifications.
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Qualitative results echoed that evening recall
was less burdensome than EMAs. Several participants (26%=14/54) mentioned that EMA interrupted their daily work flow; some were also annoyed by the random timing of EMAs and their
requirement of immediate attention. One participant said “I found the daily moment prompts to be
unenjoyable just because they would literally come
at the most random parts of day. There are times
where having to stop and reflect on your mood and
if you had any intrusive thoughts is detrimental
to your day and your productivity.” On the other
hand, several participants (22%=12/54) saw recall
as convenient and more predictable. For instance,
one participant said “It [EMA] is highly irritating
Fig. 6. Box plots for self-reported user burden. Likert scale (1-Not
as it demands immediate attention. Evening recall
at all, 7-very much). (left) mental effort (middle) interruption (right)
was better because I could set it up at a convenient
privacy.
time.". Another participant said, “ I think it was
easier to just respond to the moments at the end of
the day because I knew it was coming and I was able to prepare for it more than if it just popped up during the day. ”
Some mentioned that due to their busy schedule they couldn’t always answer the EMAs, “I preferred the evening
applications, as I’m usually pretty busy during the day and couldn’t always get to the daily events [EMA], but pretty
much always could make it to the evening recalls”.
Table 5. Summary of results for decision point as a moderator for H2. Self-report type variable is 0 if self-report is an
EMA and 1 if self-report is a recall. Decision point is coded
as 0,1,2,3 for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th decision point respectively

marginal
Predictor

β

SE β

Intercept

0.26

0.17

0.12

-

Self-report type

2.4

0.3

<0.001

31.6%

−0.06

0.019

<0.001

-0.86%

Decision point

0.54

0.059

<0.001

7.1%

Day in study×
Self-report type

0.03

0.024

0.07

0.72%

Decision point×
Self-report type

−0.53

0.11

< 0.001

−6.9%

Day in study

p

effect (%)

Fig. 7. Fitted probability of self-report adherence for the model in
Table 5. Dotted lines represent recalls, and dotted lines represent
EMAs
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2. EMA adherence was lower in the morning compared to afternoon: We found that EMA adherence was
higher for the afternoon moments than morning moments, although no such difference was observed for evening
recall. For this analysis, we used the same dataset as H2, with the added variable decision time in the day. Note,
an earlier decision point in the day will be in the morning and a later decision point will be in the afternoon.
We found that the time of the decision point had a significant moderating affect on the probability to answer
EMA/recall. Results are shown on Table 5.
The coefficient for decision point has marginal effect of 7.1% (p < 0.001), which means EMA adherence was
higher in the afternoon compared to in morning. Specifically, EMA adherence increased by 7.1%,14.2%,21.3% for
2nd, 3rd, 4th decision point from the first morning decision point. However, for recall, the coefficient for decision
point has marginal effect of 0.2% (=7.1-6.9). i.e., recall adherence did not change much. That is, people generally
replied to decision point from morning or afternoon equally when it comes to self-reporting evening recall.
3. Evening recall promoted self-reflection: In the qualitative analysis, a surprising finding was that some
participants (20.4%=11/55) mentioned they were more self-reflective when they were filling out their recalls. One
participant mentioned that recalls were “a better reflection of how I felt overall after the day.” Another participant
mentioned evening recall made her more aware of patterns of daily life, thoughts, and behavior; “evening recall
allowed me to think about my day using more effort, which in turn, forced me to reflect upon my day more. Asking for
answers [EMAs] throughout the day allowed for surface, minimal amounts of self reflection, while evening recall allowed a more in depth reflection. Evening recall also allowed me to pick up patterns of my daily life, and possibly ways
to change my patterns of thought and behavior.” Another participant mentioned evening recall was an opportunity
to analyze whether s/he was having any negative thoughts. For EMAs, on the other hand, a few participants
(11.1%=6/54) reported that they were paying less attention and just filled out the EMA in the moment. For instance,
one participant said “I would bust out the survey when prompted in 30 seconds or so, just using my stream of thought.”
Table 6. Summary of results of how contextual information
change recency effect of evening recall. Time-gap is number
of hours between EMA and evening recall, Context variable
is 1 when context is provided during evening recall and 0
otherwise. Day is study is 0 for day 1, and 13 for day 14 of
the study.

marginal
Predictor

β

SE β

p

effect (%)

Intercept

1.09

0.16

<0.001

-

Day in study

0.01

0.02

0.4

0.2%

−0.06

0.02

0.004

−1.3%

0.03

0.01

0.09

0.6%

Time gap
Time gap×
Context

Fig. 8. Visualization of fraction of exact matches between
EMA and recall against time-gap between EMA and recall
as measured in hours.

4. Contextual information during recall reduced recency effect: Recalling past events suffers from the
recency effect—i.e., more recent memories are recalled at higher accuracy than less recent memories [36]. We saw
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a similar effect in section 4.2, where recall accuracy dropped as the time gap between EMA and recall increased.
However, we also found evidence that recall accuracy may have dropped less with increased time-gap when
contextual information was provided during recall (p = 0.09). For this analysis, we used the same dataset as
H1. The analysis used the same outcome and statistical method as the analysis for H1. To the model we added
predictors for day-in-the-study, time gap between EMA and recall, and an interaction term between this time-gap
and availability of context. Table 6 shows the results. The coefficient for time-gap has marginal effect of -1.3%
(p = 0.004), which indicate recall accuracy dropped by 1.3% with each hour of time gap between EMA and evening
recall. However, when contextual information is provided, recall accuracy improved by 0.6% with each hour of
time gap between EMA and evening recall (p = 0.09). In real terms, this result suggests that the recency effect in
recall accuracy was smaller when contextual information was provided.
Table 7. Various descriptive statistics of the absolute difference between EMA and evening recall responses for the same moment. Note
for the sensitive question, we merged the results of similar question
types because we did not capture which question we asked.

Intervention

Absolute
difference
mean (sd)

Exact
match
(%)

Match
within
1-point (%)

Stress (Q1)a

context
no context

0.6 (0.9)
0.7 (1.1)

61.2%
57.1%

86.1%
84.5%

Mood (Q2)a

context
no context

0.5 (0.9)
0.7 (1.2)

63.0%
55.0%

91.4%
89.0%

Sensitivea
(Q5.3,Q5.5,
Q5.7)

context
no context

0.2 (0.6)
0.5 (1.0)

83.0%
70.1%

93.6%
91.5%

Sensitiveb
(Q5.1,Q5.2,
Q5.4,Q5.6)

context
no context

-

85.8%
85.7%

-

Mindfulnessb
(Q6)

context
no context

-

87.7%
79.0%

-

Question

a

5. The absolute value of recall accuracy
was high: So far, we only discussed relative increase of recall accuracy when contextual information was provided. However,
the absolute value of recall accuracy is important because a lower accuracy would
mean evening recall cannot be a useful measure of in-the-moment stress, mood, etc. Fortunately, the absolute value of recall accuracy was quite high. For this comparison, we used EMA as ground truth similar to Kahneman et al. [38]. We compared the absolute difference between EMA
and evening recall responses for the same
moment: e.g., if self-reported stress levels
are 4 out of 5 in EMA and 3 out of 5
in evening recall then the absolute difference is |4 − 3| = 1. Thus, a lower absolute difference would mean EMAs and
recall closely match with each other and
vice versa4 . If the difference is small then
evening recalls are good approximations of
EMAs.

Likert scale question
Binary yes/no question

Table 7 shows the results of the questions from
Table 1 and 2 that we included for the analysis
for H1. As one can see, for Likert scale questions, the mean and standard deviation are low when contextual information are provided during recall (middle
column in Table 7). The mean is also less than 1, which means on average the absolute difference between
EMA and evening recall is less than one point. This result is further reinforced by the right most column of
Table 7, which shows that the absolute difference between EMA and evening recall is ≤ 1, 86.1-93.6% of the times
depending on various question types. Finally, for binary scale, we compare exact matches between EMA and
b

4 Note,

the absolute difference cannot be less than 0 or greater than 5 since maximum of the likert scale is 5
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recall for the same moment. We found EMA and evening recalls match 85.8-87.7% depending on various questions.
6. Location was rated as the most useful contextual information: In the exit survey, participants rated
usefulness of location, physical activity and ambient sound in improving recall accuracy. We used a 7 point Likert
scale (1=not useful at all, 7=extremely useful). Location was rated as the most useful context (µ = 4.6, σ = 2.1)
followed by physical activity (µ = 3.1, σ = 1.7) and ambient sound (µ = 2.6, σ = 1.7). Note that we have no
quantitative evidence on how much each type of context affected recall accuracy. We address this issue in more
detail in the limitations section (Section 7).

5

RELATED WORK

Before we provide a discussion of the results, we give a detailed overview of the related works of ReVibe to
further situate the discussion and impact of the results.

Lowering Burden of EMAs
Here we review previously developed methods to lower EMA burden, which can be grouped into two general
approaches. We also show that none of these approaches has a clear superiority to ReVibe.
The first approach to lowering burden of EMAs used additional non-smart-phone based devices; e.g., off-the-shelf
wearables (e.g., a smartwatch or Google Glass), or devices created specifically for EMAs. These devices are either
stand-alone or have to be synced with a smartphone. They rely on two mechanisms to lower EMA burden: (i)
being easier to access than pulling out a phone out of the pocket, (ii) asking questions that are answerable with a
single interaction (e.g., one tap). Hernandez et al. [28] were the first to investigate EMA adherence on phones,
smartwatches, and Google Glass. They asked either Likert scale or 2D grid (e.g., Russell’s affect grid) questions
that were answerable by single taps. In an evaluation study, EMA adherence on smartwatch and Google Glass was
13% higher than on phones. But this difference was not statistically significant. Other “extra-device” approaches
lowered burden further by asking only one question at a time. Heed is a small disc-shaped device with a touch
sensitive surface [51], which can be placed in the environment like a smart home device (e.g., Amazon Echo or
Google Home). Users can tap on Heed’s surface to self-report in a Likert scale5 . Keppi is a portable palm-sized
cylindrical device with a pressure sensitive surface [1]. Users can self-report different level of a measure (e.g.,
pain) by gripping Keppi at different intensities. µ-EMA is another low-burden EMA method that uses a Moto
360 smartwatch to ask one question at a time with time gaps between questions [32, 53]. The early results of
µ-EMA show higher adherence than phone EMA has [32, 53]. But phones and watches had the same adherence
rate when multiple EMA questions were asked back-to-back on the watch without a delay [53]. This result suggests that µ-EMA’s high adherence is due to asking one question at a time rather than to the watch as a form factor.
The “extra-device” approach has a few disadvantages. First, users must own and carry an extra device, and these
devices are not as ubiquitously adopted as smartphones. Second, in smartwatch based approaches, the small
surface area of watches can cause occlusion or the fat finger problem [9, 62]. This small surface area limits the
amount of text that can be displayed and precludes the typing of free-form responses. Several solutions to the
fat-finger problem have been proposed: zooming [50], adding extra buttons [50], making the sides or the back
of the device touch enabled [4], adding extra degrees of freedom for interaction [84]. However, these alternate
5 Note

that, Heed also allowed participants to self-report on their smartphones. Authors of Heed reported that smartphone was preferred for
self-reporting on-the-go, but participants found the small disc-shaped device more convenient for self-reporting when it was available [51].
Since on-the-go self-reporting on a smartphone is same as EMAs and this paper focuses on lowering burden options for EMAs, we only
discuss the Heed system’s small disc-shaped device.
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forms of interactions have not yet been widely used for EMA studies. Third, devices like Heed or Keppi that ask a
single question at a time do not allow investigators to capture multidimensional data on a particular moment to
answer scientific questions like how stress is related to mood or loneliness [81]. Phones, on the other hand, can
do EMAs that require users to answer a number of questions in order to complete the self-report. An µ-EMA
user can be asked to provide the same information gathered in a phone EMA by answering single question
prompts in succession. But users are less likely to answer several µ-EMA prompts than a single µ-EMA prompt [53].
One advantage of extra-device-based EMA methods is they gather information in the moment. In-the-moment
data is critical for applications that require immediate action based on survey responses. However, the goal of
many health intervention apps is to predict adverse health conditions ahead of time [34, 47]. ReVibe’s recall
approach is appropriate for such proactive intervention applications.
The second approach to lowering burden of EMA is opportunistic methods to capture EMAs on mobile phones.
One method is to predict interruptible moments and ask EMAs in those moments [60]. This is a well-explored
area [75]. However, most interruption prediction models are offline because it is hard to integrate and sync
multiple sensors to predict interruptible moment. It is unclear what kind of adherence rates one would get when
an interruption prediction model selects the best times for EMAs. Another opportunistic method of capturing
EMA is to embed EMAs in activities that users are already doing on their phone. For instance, Truong et al [70]
and Zhang et al. [85] modified the swipe gesture to unlock devices for EMAs. Choe et al. [17] used lock screen
widgets to capture sleep data. However, most modern phones have disabled lock-screen widgets and replaced
swipe-to-unlock gestures with face ID or fingerprint ID. Nonetheless, the idea of opportunistic interaction to
capture of EMA is generalizible. EMAs can be integrated with other common phone interactions. e.g., the Youtube
mobile app asks users to do surveys before playing videos. Other opportunistic ways to capture EMA could be
to ask questions when users open the phone or interact with a certain app. However, two limitations of these
opportunistic interaction approaches is that they ask only one EMA question at a time [17, 70, 85] and their
completion times are not uniformly distributed across time. Thus opportunistic EMA data could be biased to
moments when users are interruptible and less stressed out [2, 28, 38, 61].

Use of Context to Improve Recall of Memory
The role of context in constructing and recollecting human memory is well documented in psychology [36].
Episodic memory is a part of explicit long-term memory, which is responsible for storing and retrieving event
related memories. e.g., my last birthday party or I took a bus in the morning to work6 . The predominant theory of
episodic memory holds that our episodic memory is organized by contexts. Context is a complex high-dimensional
entity, and context changes quickly as new events happen in our lives. Environmental factors (location, ambiance,
etc.) are shown to be a part of context that encodes memory, but there are internal or external factors that also
contribute to context-based memory encoding. Furthermore, since context is high-dimensional, it can change
significantly within a short period. Thus, recollecting past memory of events can be difficult because context
likely shifted as new things happened in life. However, if some memory cues are issued, they can help us to get
back to past context when the event occurred then we would be able to remember past moments vividly.
Free recall and cued recall are two common ways memory retrieval is studied in cognitive psychology [36]. Most
of these studies use word memory tests, where researchers utter a list of words and participants recall the words
6 The

other part of explicit long-term memory is semantic memory, which helps us recall meaning of words. Non-explicit, i.e, implicit
long-term memory includes memories that we cannot clearly articulate, e.g., how to ride a bicycle
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that have been said. In free recall scenarios, no assistance is provided during recall and participants are free to
recall any words they have heard. For cued recall, some assistance is provided during the recall; e.g., adjacent
words, category of words, or the contexts of recall being same as when researchers uttered the sequence of works.
Many experiments showed that cued recall produces better memory recollection (i.e., number of words recalled)
than free recall. More precisely, free recall has a recency effect, where participants were better able to recall the
words they had heard most recently than words that were uttered earlier. However, in cued recall, if hints were
given participants recalled words not among those they heard most recently. In the ReVibe experiment (RQ1), the
above can be translated in the following way: the control condition is a free recall, whereas the experimental
condition is a cued recall. Furthermore, in the control free-recall condition, people should be able to recall events
later in the day, but in the cued-recall scenario people should be able to recall moments even in the middle or
earlier parts of the day.
Prior to our study, no experiment has manipulated real-world contexts captured from phones to assess their
effect on cued recall. For instance, some daily diary studies used context to improve daily diary entries on
the implicit assumption that contextual information can improve recall. Carter et al. used photos, audio, and
location taken at various moments of the day to assist more detailed daily diary entries [15]. Rabbi et al. ran a
food logging study where participants took photos of their meals during the day and labeled those photos at
the end of the day [57]. Laerhoven et al. [78] ran a study where a wrist-worn sensor with accelerometer and
tilt-sensors was used to continuously monitor activities throughout the day and participants used the sensor
tracked information to recall what they were doing at different times of the previous day. While these studies
assume that contextual information improves recall, they did not systematically manipulate context to assess its
effect on recall accuracy. There are studies that systematically manipulated context to assess its effect on recall.
But these studies are in controlled setting. Rahman et al. [58] ran a controlled study where participants completed
a pre-defined math task in different locations. Contextual information (GPS, raw audio) about those places was
captured when participants completed the math task. Later participants were asked to recall their stress with
and without contextual information. Niforatos et al. [49] ran another controlled study where participants took a
predefined walk on campus and contextual information was captured using pictures, taken either by participants
or by passive sensors (Narrative Clip). One week later, participants were asked to recall those moments and the
authors compared how passive and participant-taken pictures influenced recall. Our study, on the other hand,
was in uncontrolled settings, where contextual information is captured as users were going about their daily
activities. Furthermore, our contextual information is privacy sensitive, which make ReVibe readily usable for
self-report studies. Both Rahman et al. [58] and Niforatos et al. [49] used raw audio and pictures, which raise
privacy concerns [39, 68].

6

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we created the ReVibe app, which uses a low-burden evening recall method to improve adherence of
regular self-reports. Since evening recall can be less accurate due to recall bias, we used contextual information
to improve recall accuracy. Another feature we included in ReVibe is that it contains an experimental platform to
answer scientific questions about the accuracy of and adherence to evening recalls. We used ReVibe’s experimentation capabilities to run a 14-day study on 54 participants, where we investigated two scientific questions:
(i) how much the accuracy of evening recall improves when contextual information is provided, and (ii) how
evening recall adherence compares to EMA adherence.
We found that contextual information improved accuracy of evening recall by 5.6% (p = 0.034). While the effect
is not large, it suggests that even relatively simple contextual information that can be readily gathered in an
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unobtrusive, automated, and privacy-preserving way can help increase recall accuracy. While a 5.6% accuracy
increase may not be meaningful in all settings, in settings where recall accuracy is important but lower adherence
to EMA, especially long-term, is problematic, even small increases in accuracy in a method that has a high
level of adherence could be significant. Contextual information during recall had other benefits as well. The
absolute value of recall accuracy was high, and the difference between EMA and recall response was lower with
a smaller standard deviation when contextual information was provided during recall (Table 7). Recency effect
on recall accuracy was also less when contextual information was provided (section 4.4, Finding 4). Furthermore,
recall accuracy with contextual information did not degrade as the study progressed (section 4.2), which is a
positive finding since response quality in behavior studies often drops over time due to repeated exposure [27].
Together, these findings suggest that contextually-supported evening recall is a promising strategy for collecting
high-quality data about individuals’ lived experience.
We also found that adherence to evening recalls was on average 27.8% higher than the adherence to EMAs
(p < 0.001) (section 4.3). This is a statistically significant result with a large effect size. Our exploratory and
formative analyses also overwhelmingly supported this result. In the user burden scale, we found interruption
and privacy burden were both significantly higher for EMAs than for evening recall (section 4.4, Finding 1). In the
open-ended user feedback (section 4.4, finding 1), participants found the EMAs to interrupt their workflow and
they were annoyed by their random timing. On the other hand, many participants found the more predictable
recalls convenient.
Additional exploratory and formative analyses in section 4.4 also pointed to further nuances of how evening recall
may influence self-report adherence. One important finding was that EMA adherence dropped significantly over
time, while no such adherence drop was observed for evening recall adherence (section 4.3). Furthermore, EMA
adherence in the earlier part of the day were lower than EMA adherence later in the day (likely because students
are busier in the morning). Again, no such within-day drop was observed for recalling of various moments across
the day during the evening recall (section 4.4, Finding 2). Finally, a surprising finding was that, in the open-ended
exit survey, participant reported being more self-reflective during evening recall than during EMAs (section 4.4,
Finding 3). Participants were most likely freer in the evening and had more time to think and reflect on their data.
This is an important finding because self-reflection may increase people’s motivation, which may contribute to
the adherence to evening recall [16, 21, 52].
Nonetheless, our findings also point to a few limitations of the evening recalls. One issue is the higher level of
“self-reflection” during evening recall; i.e., EMAs captured more immediate in-the-moment experience whereas
evening recalls produced a cognitively-processed version of what happened earlier on the day. In future work,
we plan to explore how this difference in recall varies for different types of experiences, but in some settings
these differences in what is reported may be meaningful and will need to be kept in mind when deciding on a
data-collection method. Another issue with evening recall was that even with included contextual information it
was still not as accurate as the EMA. While it’s possible that the evening recall will never match EMA in absolute
recall accuracy, we suspect that the gap can be narrowed much more substantially than we were able to do in
ReVibe. The recall accuracy reported in this paper is just the start and it can be improved in future versions. One
idea could be to create more semantically meaningful context which can provoke better recall. Another idea
is to use “serial recall” from episodic memory literature which argues that people recall better when they are
incrementally asked about memories from the most recent to the less and less recent [36, 38]. We will explore
these directions in future work.
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In summary, evening recalls have better adherence properties than EMAs, and their accuracy increased with
contextual information. However, recall accuracy can be further improved with better design of contextual
information, and our future work will focus on designing better representations of contexts that support better
recall of memory.

7

LIMITATION

One limitation of our paper is we did a complete case analysis for H1 in section 4.2; i.e., we only considered
decision points with both EMA and evening recall [42]. Thus, we do not know the accuracy of evening recalls for
decision points when participants were not asked an EMA or were asked an EMA but participants did not respond.
However, these missing EMA data can be filled with missing data techniques like multiple imputation [42].
Missing data imputation, nonetheless, is a non-trivial process and they have not been extensively studied for
mobile health. Our future work will consider multiple imputation of missing EMA data and do a revised analysis
of the imputed data set.
Another limitation of the current work is that we did not test which context is more helpful to improve recall
accuracy. i.e., whether location is a more useful context for recall than physical activity. We did not do so for two
reasons. First, the differences in effects of various contexts are likely to be small, so detecting these differences
would require a large sample. Second, our current version of context—i.e., location, physical activity, ambient
sound—is only the first version of the context to improve recall. Now that we have found evening recall adherence
is significantly higher than that of EMAs, we have more incentive to develop better contextual representations
for memory recollection. This better contextual information can be a complex function of location, movement,
and other information.
Another potential limitation of our work is that participants were pinged four times a day and two of these pings
were randomly chosen for EMAs. The extra two non-EMA pings, which we call “remember the moments,” were
simple push notifications to participants to look at their surroundings so that they can recall those moments
better during the evening recall. Remember the moments are simple text notifications that show up in the
notification tray with a vibration and participants do not need to interact with or open these notifications. While
participants can ignore the “remember the moments” prompts, if they notice their surroundings they may recall
those moments more accurately according to cued recall theory [36]. These two “remember the moments” pings
may cause additional burden and hamper EMA adherence. But, our qualitative data from exit surveys do not
indicate that these two extra pings caused additional burden. In future work, we will explicitly verify the benefit
and burden of remember the moments prompts.
Another limitation of our current work is that we did not explicitly check the quality of the EMA responses.
Recent work in Ubicomp raised concerns about the accuracy of EMA responses [60, 76, 77]. This research used
contextual information (e.g., location) to validate whether participants are responding authentically. But in our
case, contextual information is used to improve recall. So we could not use context to validate survey response
and improve recall at the same time. Future work will investigate how to check the quality of EMA answers with
the added constraint of contextual information being used to improve recall.
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